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“CROESO CYNNES”
“A WARM WELCOME”

We are a small family run business located near 
the stunning coastline of the Llŷn Peninsula in 
North Wales. Established in 2001. We now have 
a network of over 80 carefully selected stockists 
nationwide. We do not sell online. We believe that 
a stove is a special product and should only be 
fitted by specialists.

We are committed to UK manufacturing not only 
because the UK is good at it but also every order 
contributes to the salary of someone local to us or 
someone who we know. We love stoves ourselves, 
we design them, build them and have them in our 
own homes and in our workshop. We are inspired 
by the climate we live in. Over the winters we can 
get battered by the winds and we are surrounded 
by damp salty air. We run our stoves almost 
continuously in our workshop and the same stoves 
have been performing brilliantly for over a decade 
now. For us that is the best recommendation we 
can give you.
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NI SY’N CYNLLUNIO EIN HOLL GYNNYRCH. 
MAE’R CYNLLUNIO, PROTOTEIPIO A’R 
CYNHYRCHU YN DIGWYDD YMA YN NGHYMRU.

WE DESIGN ALL OUR OWN PRODUCTS. 
ALL THE DESIGN, PROTO-TYPING AND 
MANUFACTURING HAPPENS HERE IN WALES.

Our Products

We produce top quality, low 
emission, highly efficient 
stoves that do what they say 
and do it well.

We also want them to last for a long time. 
We spend a long time in the design and 
development process to ensure this. Our 
most recent innovation has been to develop 
Eco design ready stoves ahead of  the new 
emissions regulations. We have used a 
number of solutions to achieve this including 
the use of catalytic converter technology. 
This technology is well established in the US 
but we are the first stove company to utilise 
it in the UK. We are very optimistic about the 
environmental benefits of this technology. 
The stoves efficiency ratings are amongst the 
highest currently available in the UK and the 
particulate emissions one of the lowest.

UK STOCKISTS
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Woody Eco (Cat) wood only

Brave, innovative, environmentally aware, a 
quiet revolutionary.

If you have a big space in your life and you only want to burn 
wood, then this version of Woody is the one for you. Slim, efficient, 
clean burning and quietly, modestly, magnificent. The Woody Eco 
(Cat) is 83% efficient and has a particulate emission figure that is 
75% lower than the figure required by Ecodesign standard, thanks 
to the catalytic converter technology. 

Dim ond Woody Eco (Cat) pren yn unig

Penguin Facts

The secondary heat retaining glazing with air wash and the landscape window offer a clear, 
generous view of the fire. It also has the  newly designed chilli penguin handle.

Catalytic Converter 

The catalytic converters (Cat) are a honeycomb structure that has a special coating that 
chemically converts harmful gases and superheats to burn off smoke particles. It can be 
seen glowing orange when functioning. The advantage of catalytic converters is that they 
produce excellent results over a wider band of operating conditions. It is critical to the life 
expectancy of a cat that dry untreated wood is burnt. The usual life expectancy of a cat is 
3-5 years, but this will depend on usage. 
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Woody Eco (Cat) wood only

An evolutionary 
revolutionary
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The Tech Details

WOOD ONLY  

Nominal Output 5kW

Total Energy Efficiency % (wood)                                                                                                                          83%

Co content @13% 02 (wood)                                                                                                                               0.06%

Nox mg/m3                                                                                                                                                     105mg/m3

Cx Hy mg/m3                                                                                                                                                  116mg/m3 

Dust Concentration @ 13% 02                                                                                                                         11mg/m3

Flue gas g/s (wood)                                                                                                                                            4.0 g/s

Mean Flue gas temp. Deg.C (wood)                                                                                                                     222°C

Exemption Testing complete                                                                                                                             Yes

Suitable For Smoke Control Zones (Factory Fitted) Yes

Max. Log length x average diameter 400mm x 100mm

Max. Fuel load 2.5kg

Flue Collar Diameter 127mm

Flue Size Required  Ideal 6”/Min 5”

Top Exit                                                                                                                                                     Standard

Rear Exit                                                                             Rear Horizontal (RHA)/Vertical Adaptor (RVA) Required

*Distance To Combustibles                                                                    Side 400mm   Rear 300mm   Above 550mm

*Distance To Non Combustibles                                                                Side 100mm   Rear 50mm   Above 150mm

*Minimum Distances To Combustible Walls with Insulated Pipe           Side 400mm   Rear 150mm   Above 550mm

Hearth Type No Base Heat Shield/Plinth Constructional

Hearth With Base Heat Shield/Plinth 12mm

Chimney draught required 12Pa

Construction Welded steel

Weight 97kg

Tested to EN13240:2001-2004 / BS 3841-2:1994
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*These are minimum distances, be aware that there are other 
considerations eg. access for sweeping, height of kettle 
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Woody Eco (Multi Fuel) 

The slim eco stove with big world views and a 
captivating dual nature.

If you have a big space in your life and you want to burn both 
wood and solid fuel, then this multi fuel version of Woody is the 
one for you. This stove allows you to reduce emissions and breath 
cleaner air but to have the choice of the fuel that you choose. Like 
its eco brother it is generously proportioned, yet slim, efficient, 
clean burning and quietly, modestly, magnificent. 

Dim ond Woody Eco (Aml Danwydd) 

To achieve lower emissions this penguin uses a 
combination of three features. Secondary heat retaining 
glazing, so the fire box stays hotter. Re-designed 
combustion air nozzles diffuse the incoming oxygen, 
allowing for a more complete combustion. Lastly the 
flow of air going toward the flue is interrupted, which 
increases the dwell time in the fire chamber, again 
contributing to more complete combustion. 

Penguin Facts

The Woody Eco (Multi Fuel) is 83% efficient on wood 
and 87% efficient on anthracite, with similar particulate 
emissions, well within the 2022 Ecodesign requirements. 

Like its eco brother, this stove also has secondary heat 
retaining glazing, with air wash and a landscape view of 
the fire. It also has the new chilli penguin handle.

What’s More
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87% efficient,100% irresistible
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The Tech Details

 

MULTI-FUEL 

Nominal Output 

Total Energy Efficiency %                                                                                                                    

Co content @13% 02                                                                                                                         

Dust Concentration @ 13% 02                                                                                                                     

Nox mg/m3                                                                                                                      

Cx Hy mg/m3   

Flue Gas g/s 

Mean Flue gas temp. Deg.C  

Smoke Control/DEFRA Exemption Testing complete 

Suitable For Smoke Control Zones (Factory Fitted)                                                                                

Max. Log length x average diameter                                                                                                                                             

Max. Fuel load                                                                                                                                             

Flue Collar Diameter                                                                      

Flue Size Required 

Top Exit

Rear Exit

*Distance To Combustibles (wood/smokeless)                                    Side 400mm   Rear 300mm   Above 550mm

*Distance To Non Combustibles (wood/smokeless)                            Side 100mm    Rear 50mm     Above 150mm

*Minimum Distances To Combustible Walls with Insulated Pipe         Side 400mm   Rear 150mm    Above 550mm  

Hearth Type No Base Heat Shield/Plinth

Hearth With Base Heat Shield/Plinth 

Chimney draught required 

Construction 

Weight 

Tested to EN13240:2001-2004 / BS 3841-2:1994

WOOD

Yes

4.8kW

83%

0.09%

20mg/m3

106mg/m3

89mg/m3

3.9g/s

231°C

Yes

Yes

400mm x 100mm

2.5kg

127mm

Min 125mm

Standard

RHA/RVA Required

Constructional

12mm

12Pa

Welded steel

97kg

SMOKELESS FUEL

Yes

5kW

87%

0.04%

16mg/m3

161mg/m3

11mg/m3

2.9g/s

223°C

Yes

Yes

N/A

3kg

127mm

Min 125mm

Standard

RHA/RVA Required 

 

Constructional

12mm

12Pa

Welded steel

97kg

*These are minimum distances, be aware that there are other 
considerations eg. access for sweeping, height of kettle 
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The Plans
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Small penguin, 
huge personality.

This fiery little eco penguin is 
designed to fit snugly into a builder’s 
opening but is equally comfortable 
and utterly sensational free standing. 
Simple, clean lines, contemporary 
stainless steel handles, clean burning, 
low emissions and highly efficient. 
This is a stove you will want to come 
home to.

The Short Penguin Eco model uses the same 
combination of 3 features as the Woody Eco 
(Multi fuel) to achieve lower emissions and 
over 80% efficiency: secondary heat retaining 
glazing, re-designed combustion air nozzles 
and  air flow diversion. 

Penguin Facts

The new chilli penguin stainless steel handle has 
been designed to improve the positive closure 
feel and to ensure the handle remains vertical. A 
penguin should always look and feel good.

What’s More

The Short Penguin Eco (Multi Fuel) 
Pengwin Bach Eco (Aml Danwydd)
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Simple, small, sensational...The Short Penguin Eco (Multi Fuel) 
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The Tech Details

 

MULTI-FUEL 

Nominal Output 

Total Energy Efficiency %                                                                                                                    

Co content @13% 02                                                                                                                         

Dust Concentration @ 13% 02                                                                                                                     

Nox mg/m3                                                                                                                      

Cx Hy mg/m3   

Flue Gas g/s 

Mean Flue gas temp. Deg.C  

Smoke Control/DEFRA Exemption Testing complete 

Suitable For Smoke Control Zones (Factory Fitted)                                                                                

Max. Log length x average diameter                                                                                                                                             

Max. Fuel load                                                                                                                                             

Flue Collar Diameter                                                                      

Flue Size Required 

Top Exit

Rear Exit

*Distance To Combustibles (wood/smokeless)                                    Side 500mm   Rear 350mm   Above 450mm

*Distance To Non Combustibles (wood/smokeless)                            Side 100mm    Rear 50mm     Above 150mm

*Minimum Distances To Combustible Walls with Insulated Pipe              Side 500mm    Rear 200mm    Above 450mm  

Hearth Type No Base Heat Shield/Plinth

Hearth With Base Heat Shield/Plinth 

Chimney draught required 

Construction 

Weight 

Tested to EN13240:2001-2004 / BS 3841-2:1994

WOOD

Yes

4.8kW

80.6%

0.09%

36mg/m3

108mg/m3

118mg/m3

4.7g/s

219°C

Yes

Yes

270mm x 100mm

2.5kg

127mm

Min 125mm

Standard

RHA/RVA Required

Constructional

12mm

12Pa

Welded steel

75kg

SMOKELESS FUEL

Yes

4.9kW

80.4%

0.03%

15mg/m3

129mg/m3

9mg/m3

4.1g/s

273°C

Yes

Yes

3kg

127mm

Min 125mm

Standard

RHA/RVA Required

 

Constructional

12mm

12Pa

Welded steel

75kg
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*These are minimum distances, be aware that there are other 
considerations eg. access for sweeping, height of kettle 
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Round and round the glorious circle, 
curvaceous and curvilicious.

The long- awaited round penguin is here. Glorious, proud, curvy, 
contemporary. This is a multi fuel stove. This is the sort of stove 
that you fall in love with. You will keep its picture on your phone 
and peep at it on bad days.

These stoves have a circular profile, stunning curved glass fire window and a log store. 
Irresistible curves, scandalously controllable, a true penguin of desire.. if this penguin calls 
to you, you should listen. 

What’s More

Tube of Fire (Multi Fuel) 
Tiwb Tân (Aml Danwydd)
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Penguin Facts

Wood must be seasoned (left for at least one year after cutting) and dry (less than 20% 
moisture). Solid fuel must state that it is suitable for a closed appliance. Do not burn house 
coal on a stove. If you burn wet fuel, you will be using energy to evaporate moisture, tar up 
you stove and chimney and significantly increase emissions.

BEWARE of new friends post penguin (pp) they may well be visiting 
the penguin, not you...   

we’re just saying...think about it.

In development, expected release early 2020



Outrageously curvaceous
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MULTI-FUEL 

Nominal Output 

Total Energy Efficiency %                                                                                                                    

Co content @13% 02                                                                                                                         

Dust Concentration @ 13% 02                                                                                                                     

Nox mg/m3                                                                                                                      

Cx Hy mg/m3   

Flue Gas g/s 

Mean Flue gas temp. Deg.C  

Smoke Control/DEFRA Exemption Testing complete 

Suitable For Smoke Control Zones (Factory Fitted)                                                                                

Max. Log length x average diameter                                                                                                                                             

Max. Fuel load                                                                                                                                             

Flue Collar Diameter                                                                      

Flue Size Required 

Top Exit

*Distance To Combustibles (wood/smokeless)                                    Side TBC          Rear TBC        Above TBC

*Distance To Non Combustibles (wood/smokeless)                            Side TBC          Rear TBC        Above TBC

*Minimum Distances To Combustible Walls with Insulated Pipe         Side TBC          Rear TBC        Above TBC  

Hearth Type 

Chimney draught required 

Construction 

Weight 

Awaiting Test Results

The Tech Details

WOOD

Yes

5kW

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

325mm x 100mm

2.5kg

127mm

Min 125mm

Standard

 

12mm

12Pa

Welded steel

150kg

SMOKELESS FUEL

Yes

5kW

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

N/A

3kg

127mm

Min 125mm

Standard

12mm

12Pa

Welded steel

150kg
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*These are minimum distances, be aware that there are other 
considerations eg. access for sweeping, height of kettle 

In development, expected release early 2020
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01 Tape measure

02 Match box holder

03 Log Column

04 Torch

05 Log Trolley

06 Expandable Fireplace Frames

07 Aprons (Child)

08 Canal Boat Flues and Chimneys

09 Chilli Penguin Chube

10 Mugs

11 Trivet

12 Log Store

13 Aprons (Adult)

14 Stainless Steel Top Plate

15 Chilli Grilly
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Penguin Products

For more products ask your stockist or see our website.
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What size stove will my room 
need?
The basic sum is height x width 
x depth (in metres) of room 
divided by 14 = kW output 
requirements. This is a guideline 
only, assuming an average room, 
achieving an inside temp of 
20°C when 0°C outside.

What is air wash?
It is the system where preheated 
air is channelled towards the 
back of the glass, creating a 
cushion of air, preventing the 
glass from blackening. The 
controls must be correctly used 
and only the right fuels burnt to 
acheive the full effect. All Chilli 
Penguin Stoves have a very 
effective  
air wash system.

What is clean burn? (sometimes 
called secondary and tertiary 
burning?)

Clean burn encompasses all 
the innovations that make your 
stove release less emissions into 
the environment: the catalytic 
converter in the wood only 
model, the secondary heat 
retaining glazing and the air 
diffuser nozzles in both wood 
only and multi fuel, lastly the 
flow diversion techniques used 
in the multi fuel models.

What fuel can I burn in a  
multi fuel stove?
Either seasoned/ kiln dried 
wood or smokeless fuels 
recommended for closed 
appliances. DO NOT USE 
HOUSE COAL. 
What is seasoned wood?
Wood with a moisture content 
of less than 20%, usually wood 
that has been felled, split and 
stored for at least one year. 
Typically about 60% of the 
weight of freshly cut wood is 
water. A 1kg log of fresh wood 
will contain about a tea mug’s 
worth of water. Not only will 
damp wood not burn well it will 
tar up your stove and chimney 
and increase the emissions to 
atmosphere. (www.soliftec.com)

How can I insure my stove  
is safely installed?
In order to certify your stove 
installation you will either 
need a HETAS qualified fitter 
or have your installation 
inspected by your local 
building control dept. Always 
fit smoke and CO detectors. 
This is now a legal requirement.                       
(www.hetas.co.uk) The rules 
in Scotland and Northern 
Ireland are slightly different, 
but installations should comply 
with hetas guidelines and our 
installation instructions.

How do I know my stove is 
safe?
Our stoves are tested to the 
EN13240. They are all defra 
tested and awaiting HETAS 
approval to go on their 
approved product list.  
(www.uksmokecontrolareas.
co.uk)

Which size flue will I need?

The flue collar on all models 
(except the Chilli Billie) is 
127mm. The flue size required 
is 150mm unless using a Smoke 
Control Kit. 

Will my glass remain clear?

It will require no more than a 
weekly clean if:
•	The air controls are used  
  effectively
•	The correct dry fuel is used

Which colours are chilli 
penguin stoves available in?
All the stove models are painted 
with a high temperature stove 
paint. This can be cleaned with 
a soft brush and touched up if 
necessary. Colours available in 
the options overleaf.
Actual colours may vary due to  
print process, please take this as 
an indication only.

Your FAQs

Chilli Penguin Stoves 7 Year Guarantee Available on Registration

This extended guarantee is offered if stoves are purchased and registered through                 
your local approved Chilli Penguin stockist. The bodies, doors, grates and stainless steel 
handles of all our stoves with the exception of the Chilli Billie are guaranteed for 7 years.   
The catalytic converter does not come under the 7 year guarantee. The stoves must be 
installed and maintained as laid out in the instruction manual. In addition they must be 
certified by either a HETAS installer or your local building control dept. 
For full details see instruction manual and online

7Year
Guarantee

The Catalytic Converter 3 Year Guarantee Available on Registration

The cat must be used and maintained in accordance with all instructions in the manual, 
strictly for woodburning only. The cats lifespan is based on hours of use, so 3 years is 
an approximation of average use. For this reason if your cat is exhausted within the 3 
year guarantee period the cost of replacement cats will be reduced based on the time           
remaining in your guarantee period, eg if exhausted after 2/3 of the period, you will pay   
2/3 of the cost of the replacement cat.
For full details see instruction manual and online

3Year
Guarantee
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www.chillipenguin.co.uk

Sales and Technical Support 

Call: 01758 721 247

stoves@chillipenguin.co.uk

Local Stockists 
www.chillipenguin/contact

Chilli Penguin Workshop 
11 Glan y Don Industrial Estate  | Pwllheli  | Gwynedd LL53 5YT.

Follow Us:

Photography & Design:

www.bbphoto.net            www.jejonesphotographer.com             www.martdesign.net C
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